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A tireless champion of the downtrodden, Nelson Algren, one of the most celebrated writers of the 20th
century, lived an outsider’s life himself. He spent a month in prison as a young man for the theft of a
typewriter; his involvement in Marxist groups earned him a lengthy FBI dossier; and he spent much of his
life palling around with the sorts of drug addicts, prostitutes, and poor laborers who inspired and populated
his novels and short stories.

Most today know Algren as the radical, womanizing writer of The Man with the Golden Arm, which won the
first National Book Award, in 1950, but award-winning reporter Mary Wisniewski offers a deeper portrait.
Starting with his childhood in the City of Big Shoulders, Algren sheds new light on the writer’s most
momentous periods, from his on-again-off-again work for the WPA to his stint as an uninspired soldier in
World War II to his long-distance affair with his most famous lover, Simone de Beauvoir, to the sense of
community and acceptance Algren found in the artist colony of Sag Harbor before his death in 1981.

Wisniewski interviewed dozens of Algren’s closest friends and inner circle, including photographer Art Shay
and author and historian Studs Terkel, and tracked down much of his unpublished writing and
correspondence. She unearths new details about the writer’s life, work, personality, and habits and reveals a
funny, sensitive, and romantic but sometimes exasperating, insecure, and self-destructive artist. biography
 
The first new biography of Algren in over 25 years, this fresh look at the man whose unique style and
compassionate message enchanted readers and fellow writers and whose boyish charm seduced many women
is indispensable to anyone interested in 20-century American literature and history.
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From reader reviews:

Thomas Hayden:

The book Algren: A Life make you feel enjoy for your spare time. You can utilize to make your capable
much more increase. Book can being your best friend when you getting stress or having big problem along
with your subject. If you can make looking at a book Algren: A Life being your habit, you can get
considerably more advantages, like add your capable, increase your knowledge about several or all subjects.
You can know everything if you like open up and read a e-book Algren: A Life. Kinds of book are a lot of. It
means that, science guide or encyclopedia or other people. So , how do you think about this publication?

Paul Kindig:

Do you among people who can't read gratifying if the sentence chained from the straightway, hold on guys
this specific aren't like that. This Algren: A Life book is readable simply by you who hate those straight word
style. You will find the information here are arrange for enjoyable reading through experience without
leaving also decrease the knowledge that want to offer to you. The writer connected with Algren: A Life
content conveys objective easily to understand by most people. The printed and e-book are not different in
the information but it just different in the form of it. So , do you nonetheless thinking Algren: A Life is not
loveable to be your top checklist reading book?

Verna Hibbard:

Spent a free time and energy to be fun activity to try and do! A lot of people spent their sparetime with their
family, or their friends. Usually they undertaking activity like watching television, likely to beach, or picnic
in the park. They actually doing same thing every week. Do you feel it? Would you like to something
different to fill your current free time/ holiday? May be reading a book can be option to fill your cost-free
time/ holiday. The first thing that you'll ask may be what kinds of reserve that you should read. If you want
to attempt look for book, may be the reserve untitled Algren: A Life can be very good book to read. May be
it could be best activity to you.

Lisa Gregory:

This Algren: A Life is completely new way for you who has interest to look for some information given it
relief your hunger details. Getting deeper you in it getting knowledge more you know otherwise you who
still having small amount of digest in reading this Algren: A Life can be the light food for you personally
because the information inside that book is easy to get by simply anyone. These books produce itself in the
form which can be reachable by anyone, yep I mean in the e-book application form. People who think that in
publication form make them feel tired even dizzy this book is the answer. So you cannot find any in reading
a publication especially this one. You can find what you are looking for. It should be here for you actually.
So , don't miss the item! Just read this e-book kind for your better life in addition to knowledge.
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